Rapid binding of T7 RNA polymerase is followed by simultaneous bending and opening of the promoter DNA.
To form a functional open complex, bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase (RNAP) binds to its promoter DNA and induces DNA bending and opening. The objective of this study was to elucidate the temporal coupling in DNA binding, bending, and opening processes that occur during initiation. For this purpose, we conducted a combined measurement of stopped-flow fluorescence anisotropy, fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), and 2-aminopurine fluorescence. Stopped-flow anisotropy measurements provided direct evidence of an intermediate resulting from rapid binding of the promoter to T7 RNA polymerase. Stopped-flow FRET measurements showed that promoter bending occurred at a rate constant that was slower than the initial DNA binding rate constant, indicating that the initial complex was not significantly bent. Similarly, stopped-flow 2-aminopurine fluorescence changes showed that promoter opening occurred at a rate constant that was slower than the initial DNA binding rate constant, indicating that the initial complex was not significantly melted. The indistinguishable observed rate constants of FRET and 2-aminopurine fluorescence changes indicate that DNA bending and opening processes are temporally coupled and these DNA conformational changes take place after the DNA binding step. The results in this paper are consistent with the mechanism in which the initial binding of T7 RNAP to the promoter results in a closed complex, which is then converted into an open complex in which the promoter is both sharply bent and melted.